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Abstract- In this paper we present a design planning 
paradigm for design of a wireless mobile transceiver. We 
consider digital part in single chip implementation of a 
transceiver based on CDMA spread spectrum technique. 
The complexity of such a chip implementation makes the 
design process, complex and very expensive. The desired 
characteristics of a mobile transceiver are low cost, small 
size, and low power. Design cost forms a major portion of 
total system cost. In order to reduce design cost, design 
completion time should be reduced. We assume hardware- 
software design flow for design of the transceiver. We ana- 
lyze the design flow using the hierarchical concurrent flow 
graph (HCFG) approach. We illustrate, using AND and 
OR concurrent constructs of HCFG approach, how the de- 
sign process completion time can be reduced by employ- 
ing concurrent design efforts. We also present an approach 
for completion time improvement which considers sensitiv- 
ity of completion time with respect to task completion time 
and probabilities. HCFG analysis facilitates a pre-execution 
“what-if” analysis to determine suitable design flow which 
provides lowest process completion time. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

With the growing popularity of mobile wireless commu- 
nication, the demand for high-fidelity, low-power, and low- 
cost end-user systems has increased dramatically. Very 
Large Scale Integration forms the basis for the implementa- 
tion of such systems. While performance, cost, and power 
dissipation are undoubtedly the key issues on which two 
competing products will be compared, the time to mar- 
ket the product will decide the survival of the product in 
the market. The first product to  reach the market will 
take away a giant share in the sales, as is evident from 
marketing surveys. It is therefore clear that the design of 
any commodity product in a popular area of electronics is 
geared towards cutting down the time-to-market. Design 
time forms a major part of the time-to-market for complex 
electronic systems-on-chip which are used in the construc- 
tion of mobile end-user systems. In this paper, we shall 
consider the optimization of an electronic design process 
meant for designing the digital part of a mobile wireless 
transceiver. We shall use a representation called Hierarchi- 
cal Concurrent Flow Graph (HCFG) [6] for capturing the 
details of the design. process and for estimating the design 
time. 

We study transformations to the design process in order 
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to  improve the estimated design time. These transforma- 
tions include 

Splitting a design task that is time consuming and intro- 
ducing concurrency in the execution flow 

Using alternate subflows to complete a design task 
,We have built a tool which can estimate the design com- 
pletion time for a given design process, and evaluate user- 
suggested transformations to  the design process to  reduce 
the completion time. While our ultimate aim is to  auto- 
mate the optimization process, we have found that a user of 
the tool can gain insight into the bottlenecks in the design 
process and perform a “what-if’ analysis with the help of 
the tool to  explore the design flow options. Coupled with a 
grapical user interface, our tool can be invaluable to  design 
managers. 

We have organized the paper as follows. In Section 11, 
we explain the HCFG approach to  model design processes. 
Section I11 outlines a possible design for a transceiver im- 
plementation, which we shall use as an example to  illustrate 
our estimation method. We shall consider a hardware- 
software codesign flow based on the Ptolemy approach [5]  
to  design the transceiver. Section IV shows the application 
of HCFG technique to the Ptolemy design flow presented in 
Section 111. Process graph transformations are presented 
in Section V. Conclusions are given in Section VI. 

11. BRIEF OVERVIEW OF HCFG APPROACH 

A .  Design flow graph 

A design process can be represented as a weighted di- 
rected graph, whose nodes represent design tasks and di- 
rected edges represent task sequencing information. The 
weight Tj associated with a node is a discrete random vari- 
able which represents the completion time of task j .  Let 
E[Tj] denote the expected value of Tj.  Mode[Tj]  is the 
most likely value that T, takes on. The weight p,j on an 
edge (i,j) in the graph represents the probability that task 
j will be performed immediately after i .  When there is no 
concurrency in the design flow, the sum of the probabilities 
an all outgoing edges from a node is 1. One is interested 
in the following quantities (a)expected value E[Tp] and 
(b)Most likely value Mode[Tp] for the completion time of 
entire design. 
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B. AND and OR concurrent constructs 
The VLSI design process is hierarchical. In our graph 

representation of design flow, we shall assume that a node 
represents either a design task or a subflow. Also there is 
considerable amount of concurrency in a VLSI design flow. 
Smaller teams of designers may be working on different 
parts of a system concurrently. We refer to such a form of 
concurrency as AND-concurrency. The subflows related by 
the AND-concurrency are enclosed between two “operation- 
nodes” denoted by @. The expected completion time for 
the complete task in Figure 1, is 

Fig. 1.  Example design flow with AND-concurrency 

Another form of concurrency is OR-concurrency, where 
many design teams attempt to solve the same problem 
through alternate techniques. Two OR-operation nodes are 
used to enclose the subflows related by OR-concurrency in 
the design Eow graph. These nodes are labelled $. The 
operation nodes are not associated with node weights. 

In the example of Figure 2, the expected completion time 
is 

I 
Fig. 2. Example design flow with OR-concurrency 

C. Constructing equivalent HCFG 
Rom the design flow graph 6, we construct a hierar- 

chical concurrent signal flow graph G as follows. We add 
two extra nodes I and F that represent the initial and fi- 
nal tasks, both with zero task completion time. We draw 
directed edges of the form ( I , z )  in G, where x is a node 
in 6 with zero in-degree. Similarly, we include diLected 
edges of the form (y, F )  in G, where y is a node_in G that 
has zero out degree.. For every edge ( 2 ,  j )  in G, the cor- 
responding edge in G is associated with an edge transmit- 
tance ‘& = p ,  . rT,. The transmittance of an edge ( I ,  z) 

is zT- and the transmittance of an edge (y, F) is 1. Here.r 
represents the transform variable. As per convention T’ is. 
treated as an integer. 

Mason’s Gain formula can be used for calculating [2]. 
Given 7;,f it can be shown that 

(3) 

Similarly, the impulse response of ‘T,J ( z )  represents the 
PDF of the completion time Tp. 

111. FLOW FOR WIRELESS MOBILE TRANSCEIVER 
DESIGN 

We now consider the design flow for a wireless digital 
transceiver used in an end-user unit. A single chip imple- 
mentation of the transceiver requires mixed signal design 
techniques and hardware-software codesign methodology 
[l]. The RF section in the transceiver is realized using ana- 
log ASICs, whereas the digital baseband is realized using 
DSPs and digital ASICs [3]. A single chip implementation 
using ASICs, a DSP and a microcontroller is shown in Fig- 
ure 4. The choice of hardware-software codesign methodol- 
ogy such as Ptolemy [5] is natural for the baseband section 
of wireless transceiver, as it facilitates the co-verification 
of hardware and software modules. We model the Ptolemy 
codesign flow for a wireless transceiver as shown in Figure 
5. ’ 
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Fig. 3. Generic schematic of wireless mobile transceiver 

Fig. 4. Chip block diagram for baseband functionality of transceiver 
of Figure 3 

The Ptolemy approach to the development of the dig- 
ital portion of a wireless transceiver can be summarized 
as follows. The process begins with a complete functiohal 
specification of the transceiver. Algorithms are selected 
for various blocks such as channel coding, speech coding 
etc. Since implementing the entire transceiver in hard- 
ware is too costly, and entirely in software is too slow, 
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there is a need to perform hardware-software partitioning. 
Thus keeping the cost and performance tradeoff in mind, 
the functionalities are partitioned into hardware and soft- 
ware blocks. The hardware and software elements of the 
transceiver are concurrently designed. We refer to this as- 
pect as inherent concurrency where the hardware and soft- 
ware development tasks are actually subflows. A coverifi- 
cation step is used to check the correctness of the design. 
Iterations which lead us back to algorithm development 
stage are possible when coverification indicates that the 
system fails to meet the specifications. 

Fig. 5. Ptolemy hardware-software codesign methodology 

A .  Hardware and software design flows 
DSP algorithms used to realize different functionalities in 

the transceiver can either be implemented in hardware us- 
ing ASICs, or in software using a programmable DSP [8][7]. 
Considerations for hardware implementation include preci- 
sion, clocking, resource sharing etc. Hardware design be- 
gins with a behavioral-level specification and goes through 
tasks such as behavioral-level descTiption of the system us- 
ing an HDL, RTL synthesis, and detailed physical design as 
shown in Figure 6. Considerations in software implemen- 
tation include real-time operation, scheduling, and inter- 
processor communication. The algorithm is described and 
simulated in a high level language (C/C++), as depicted in 
Figure 7. For implementation on DSPs, simulated code is 
translated and compiled into DSP processor-specific code. 
For simulation of compiled code, the DSP itself may be 
used as simulation platform. 

Iv. HCFG REPRESENTATION 

During project planning, we are concerned with time 
planning and resource allocation for the project. Each con- 
current task in a flow requires separate resources. We as- 
sume that unlimited computing machines and design took 
are available. We can vary the allocation of man-power re- 
sources to the flow and explore tradeoffs between process 
completion time and effort with the object of minimizing 
process completion $me. 

The inputs to the HCFG model for the example of wire- 
less transceiver design are shown in Table I. We consider 

, . . . . . . . . . . . . Fwh- IS - 1  llvw 

Fig. 6; Hardware design 

Fig. 7. Software design 

the following design options: (1) Entirely sequential execu- 
tion of the flow, (2) Exploiting inherent concurrency, and 
(3) Introducing AND and OR concurrency in HW and SW 
design. 

The flow for option 1 requires only one design group, with 
only one of the designers being active at any time. Flow 
of option 2 employs two expert groups, one in software 
design *and another in hardware design, both the groups 
being active concurrently. This further implies that .De- 
tailed HW design task for n-modules would be performed 
sequentially i.e. one module design a t  a time. For flow of 
option 3 assuming that unlimited man-power resources are 
available, we propose following. (1)For SW part of design 
subflow, we explore the available library of processor ar- 
chitectures and select the most suitable DSP. This design 
task can be assigned to two or more software design groups. 
Thus multiple groups will work concurrently on redundant 
subflows for SW design and the software code to become 
available earliest will be treated as solution. (2)For HW 
design subflow we assign design task Detailed HW design 
to  multiple designers each of them working concurrently 
on design of different modules. After the introduction of 
additional AND and OR concurrent constructs, the HCFG 
equivalent for the flow of option 3 is shown in Figure 8. 

The results of the HCFG analysis'for this example are 
shown in Table 11. We see that option 2 gives a considerable 
improvement in E[Tp] in comparison to option 1. Option 
3 is resource-intensive, but does provide further reduction 
in completion time. We also compute the range of design 
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Task Description 
Notation of task 

SP  Specification 
AD Algorithm Development 
Part HW/SW Partitioning 
SWD Software Design 
HWD Hardware Design 
cv Coverification 

Atomic/ Taak completion time 
subflow Attribute Value/Flange (weeks)/Transmittance 

Atomic Uniform Random Variable 2-4 
Atomic Uniform Random Variable 3-7 
Atomic Constant 1 
Subflow PDF 0.72'' + 0 . 2 1 ~ ~ ~  + 0 . 0 6 ~ ~ ~  + ... 
Subflow PDF 0 . 7 2 ~ ' ~  + 0 . 0 7 ~ ~ ~  + 0.007~~' + ... 
Atomic Uniform Random Variable 2-6 

Parameters 
(All time values are weeks) 

Expected completion time, E[TpJ 
Standard Deviation,  UT^ 
Most probable completion time, MODE[Tp] 

HCFG Analysis 
Option 1 Option 2 Option 3 

Pure sequential Execution with Execution with 
execution inherent concurrency additional concurrency 

79 52 46 
31 19 18 
59 41 35 

Expected Completion Effort (Weeks) . I 79 79 106 I I I 

Probability of, MODE[Tp]  
Confidence 90 % 

interval 99 % 

time for 90% and 99% chances of completion. 

From the PDF of process completion time and effort, it 
is possible to answer questions such as, (1)What is chance 
that using option 3 will ensure at  least 25% improvement 
in expected completion time as compared to option 1. In 
this example, the answer to the question is 0.4. (2)What is 
the chance that flow of option 3 will ensure not using more 
than 2 times the resources as compared to option 1. In 
this example, the answer to the question is 0.92..(3)What 
is chance that option 3 will ensure not using more than 1.33 
times the'resources as compared to option 1. The answer to 
this is 0.77. Tables 111 and IV illustrate such conclusions. 

0.043 0.044 0.06 

55-278 37-179 30-192 
52-270 34-179 28-192 

TABLE IV 
Completion effort comparison 

How much better 
completion time is ? 

210% m- ' 225% 
P# 

How much extra 

option 3 with 
Option 2 Option 1 

29% 45% 

16% 40% 

V. DESIGN COMPLETION TIME IMPROVEMENT 

TABLE I11 
Completion time comparison 

I Chances comparing I -1 

Process bottlenecks has to be identified in order to im- 
prove completion time of a process. Rigorous sensitiv- 
ity analysis can be performed to obtain process comple- 
tion time sensitivities with respect to task times and itera- 
tion probabilities. Although we exclude sensitivity analysis 
from present purview of discussion yet we depend on the 
guidance provided by the analysis in identifying process 
bottlenecks. Following may be the major contributing fac- 
tors to process completion time. (1)Iteration probabilities 
of large values (2)Iteration probabilities of moderate value 
but enclosing larger size loop (3)Tasks with large comple- 
tion times alone or enclosed in an iteration loop. For exam- 
ple Figure 10 illustrates the effect of task time variations 
and iteration probability variations on process completion 
time. We choose task times TAD and THWD as vviables. 
We also assume that iteration probability p from Cowerifi- 

In the section V, we illustrate how the process comple- 
tion time can be further improved. 

I 250% I 5% I 17% 

T P ~  > TP# I I 16% I 6% 
# sorrcmponds to either 1 or 2 depending upon the option 
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Specification 

(AD) 0.1 

Fig. 8. HCFG representation of wireless transceiver design flow 

Ewectsd conmletion tim and effort 

opt ion 

Fig. 9. Comparison of process completion time and effort for three 
options 

cation to Algorithm development is also dependent on task 
time TAD as follow. 

1 +TAD 
TAD 

P = Pcoveri jication . B-TAD ‘ - (4) 

where B is a constant and pcoverijlcation is original proba- 
bility in the How. We justify the form of the equation 4 on 
the the basis of the intuitive expressions, limTAD+o p + 00 
and limTAD-+m p = 0. 

We use following relations while estimating process com- 
pletion time E[Tp]. 

4 weeks which results in smallest process completion time 
of 34.6 weeks. Similar analysis can be performed for other. 
iteration probability loops and optimal values of task times 
can be computed which result in lowest E[Tp]. 

A l g o x i t t m  D.Y.l-.nt LI- Tm IW.eL.1 

Fig. 10. Process completion time variation with TAD 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 
We have applied the HCFG approach for analysis of the 

design flow for wireless transceiver. With increasing ad- 
vancement in networking and wireless technology, growth 
in size and functionality of communication systems has 
been tremendous. HCFG approach is suitable for analy- 
sis of complex design processes for such large systems. We 
have illustrated that use of concurrent construct can be 
made to improve process completion time. There is a cor- 
responding penalty involved in using concurrent constructs. 
For the use of OR construct, penalty is in the form of in- 
creased design effort whereas use of AND construct implies 
penalty in the form of decreased utilization factor. 
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